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Abstract. In this paper we describe a manual case study in interlingual
translation among �ve languages. Taking theun Declaration of Human
Rights in Chinese, English, German, Irish and Spanish, we annotated
the �ve texts with a common interlingual logical form. We then studied
four inventories of semantic roles (developed for both theoretical andnlp
applications), including a subset of unl's relations, and evaluated their
suitability to describe the predicate-argument relationships found in the
annotation. As a result, we make some suggestions for possible additions
to the unl relations, and propose that some of the existing relations be
con�ated or rede�ned.

1 Introduction

The work described here is part of a feasibility study on the use of semantic roles
in interlingua-based machine translation. Our objective was to see if any set of
semantic roles could give a description of verb-predicate relationships across a
range of languages that would form an adequate basis for automatic generation.

The languages chosen were those that the authors have some working knowl-
edge of (English, Chinese, German, Irish and Spanish), and include widespread
and minority languages, both well and less-studied. The corpus used is theun
Declaration of Human Rights [1], a short text covering a broad range of topics
in many languages (see Sect. 2).

From the literature on roles we selected four inventories (of whichunl's rela-
tions is one) that we considered to be well-enough developed for the annotation
of unrestricted text. These inventories ([2,3,4,5] detailed in Sect. 4) were also
chosen to be representative both theoretically and in terms of application to
tasks such as machine translation and information retrieval.

After aligning the �ve language versions of the corpus, we manually anno-
tated each article of the text with a language-neutral logical form (e�ectively a
prototype interlingua) following the guidelines described in Sect. 3.1. The main
part of the work then involved applying each of the role inventories in turn to
the logical form and determining whether they satis�ed three key criteria: cov-
erage, di�erentiation and lack of ambiguity (Sect. 5). In other words, one should
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